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A GRADE MATCH REPORT

After a weekend off over Easter the boys were eager to continue building momentum with a strong showing against Mitcham. And while we were slow to start, the boys responded after quarter time to notch up our third win on the trot.
While we started the game kicking into a fairly strong breeze, it was our inability to execute our skills that lead to turnovers and created scoring opportunities for Mitcham. Turnovers between the arks and defenders giving our opponents
too much space allowed Mitcham to kick 5 first quarter goals, which was unacceptable by our standards. Fortunately
our team KPIs (contested ball, tackles, clearances etc) were in reasonable shape, so we knew that if we sharpened up
our execution then we would be able to create scoring opportunities and get ourselves back into the game fairly promptly.
In the second quarter we tidied up our skills and took control the game. Our midfield continued winning the clearances
and generating inside 50s, however we were unable to fully capitalise on our opportunities (scoring 3 goals 6 behinds),
leaving us 4 points down at half time.
At half time we spoke about not waiting until the last quarter to win the game. I set the challenge of winning the third
quarter while kicking into the wind. To the boys credit, our third quarter was a dominant performance, not only winning
the quarter, but not allowing Mitcham to score a goal and kicking four of our own. This came through strong pressure
around the ball (making it difficult for Mitcham to get clean movement forward), and us executing our skills and ball
movement. Henry Read kicked two crucial goals in the third, including an interesting drop punt approach on the sharpest
of angles!
The last quarter saw us extend our lead by a couple of goals and come home with a strong win. While the scoreboard
showed a 6 goal win, it was the 28 to 14 scoring shots that I believe was a better reflection of our control of the game.
While our conversion was down on the day, I am confident our forward group will turn this around next week.
We had a number of strong contributors on the day. Oliver Harms was awarded the Anzac Day Medal for his performance which was deemed to best represent the Anzac Spirit. Harmsy was strong in the contest, courageous with his
ball movement / decision making and showed great care for his team mates all day. Ben Williams was at his selfless best
in the midfield - sticking and taking tackles and winning the contested footy to get us going forward. Max Thring again
showed how damaging he can be - particularly as he increases time in the midfield. Adam Zeni played a great game in
the midfield and F6 role - providing strong presence around the ball and great decision making with ball in hand. And
Ned Kennett played his best game of the season - working hard both ways racking up plenty of the footy. Other strong
contributors were Harry Roberts, Jack Green, Harrison George and Charles Canny in his first game back from injury.
Well done to Harry Roberts who won our Trademark player of the week. Robbo has been excellent in a defensive role
the previous two weeks, consistently beating his opponent and moving the ball effectively out of defence. On Saturday
Robbo won a couple of crucial 3rd quarter contests (while outnumbered) that were pivotal at that point in the game. Well
done Robbo!
This week we come up against a strong Walkerville outfit on their home ground. While we continue to take positive
strides forward in playing the way we want to play (for longer), we’ll need to execute right from the start and be at our defensive best against a team that have shown they can kick big scores when they get their game going. I know the boys
are looking forward to the challenge!
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A GRADE VS WALKERVILLE

B GRADE MATCH REPORT

After a 5 year hiatus from moving magnets, I thought/hoped it would be a little longer before I returned to the
coaching role but a fiddly little ‘Mallet Finger’ has sidelined me for 6 weeks and with Cousin Coach Tom having a
new Achilles constructed I was called to lend a hand. I’m pretty sure he rang me as they were wheeling him out of
the operating theatre on the Friday to go through the team and gameplan so I hope he rang his wife first to let her
know that he was ok!!
Anyway on to the game… It was a perfect Saturday morning to be venturing to Price Memorial Oval on ANZAC
Day round. Coming up against Mitcham who had a very tough start to the year with 2 of the comps strongest sides
in Plympton and Walkerville, we had to be ready for the Hawks who traditionally give us a pretty good hitout.
The first half was a fairly even game. It was low scoring but we had control of the footy for the majority of the 44
mins. While we had plenty of the footy, our composure and fineness definitely had room for improvement. The
highlight for the half would almost have to be when the field umpire blew his whistle for no reason as we were
about to get a forward entry. As the play halted, the umpire looked confused and asked the players why they had
stopped, ignoring the fact that he had blown his whistle. I’ve seen some odd umpiring decisions over the years but
this has to be up there with the strangest!
We really stepped up and put the foot down in second half. Apart from a few sprayed kickouts in the final term that
gave Mitcham a few opportunities to convert (luckily the wind drifted them off course), we dominated most of the
play. We wanted to get back to our form from the previous 2 seasons and insert some real dominance over our
opposition. With a contribution from every player on the ground, we found our mojo again finished the game with a
healthy victory.
We welcome back Mangooo Illman from the A grade who was firing on all cylinders. Will Meyer returned to the
side and showed his class when moved into the CHB position after Alex Egarr was left with a dangling tooth as the
result of a knock to the jaw. An emergency mouthguard was called in and he returned the to field. It was a pleasure
to have Mitch Curnow back in the ruck and reminded us of his dominance in the air. And a short sleeved Scotty
Fischer was back for his first game for the year, a very welcomed addition to the side.
The dynamic duo of Big Red Fred presenting in the air & ‘Mops’ Mawby cleaning up the ground ball in the forward
line was enjoyable to watch. Unfortunately they could have had 10 goals between them had the big sticks been
found more often but their forward line pressure from the opening minutes of the was exactly what we had asked.
Jack Carruthers and Robbo held strong off our half back and created plenty of rebound for us to deliver the ball up
forward
It was honestly a 21 man effort and we responded well to what was one our toughest matches in the past 2 and
half years the week before. As we move to our next challenge against last years premiers this week, we need to
carry the form and belief that we are the best side in the comp.
Hopefully this is the last time you will hear from me in a while and I’m sure Tom will be more excited than anyone to
get back in the helm again tomorrow!
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B GRADE VS WALKERVILLE

C GRADE MATCH REPORT

The mighty C Grade glamours were greeted with glorious conditions for football on Saturday morning as they
looked to continue on with their dominant start to the 2022 campaign.
The Kings found themselves in a real arm wrestle from the first bounce with a quality Mitcham side making
us work hard for every possession. It was the first time this season that the team had been tested and at
half time we needed a response. A response is what we got in a dominant third quarter display. The Hawks
managed to close the gap in the last quarter but we managed to hold on for victory to go 3-0 on the season.
Saturday showed that the C Grade premiership isn’t going to be given to us! We have to keep working hard at
training to improve individually and as a team.
Harry Howe was best on, taking multiple intercept marks across half back and setting up our attack. Harry
‘The Sludge’ Bilyk kicked 6 crucial goals in a game where they were not easy to get, finishing beautifully and
showing some excellent body work one on one. Charlie Nicholas never gave up, running on ball all day and
showing great care for his team. McKenzie Schinkel continued to show us what he can do across half forward
and Tom Berry led from the front all day in the Ruck.
All eyes on Walkerville this week in what will be a massive test for the football club.
Cheers,
Alex Forster
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C GRADE VS WALKERVILLE

D GRADE MATCH REPORT

Well, what can I really say about the game over the weekend. The mighty Ds came up against an insipid squad that was Golden Grove. I’ll keep this weeks write up short and sweet as there are only a
finite amount of superlatives that I can use for a match report. In short, the Ds had their biggest win
ever with a resounding 136 point win. Final score was 21 goals 16, 142 to Golden Grove 1 goal 0, 6.
For what it’s worth, the first quarter was a relatively good contest, with both GG having a couple of
patches where they moved the ball well and did end up kicking their only goal and score on one of
those. We finished the quarter up by 3(ish) goals and were ready to put a real percentage booster
on. After the first break, the King men seriously put the foot down and set a standard that we want
and need to keep for the rest of the season. We kicked 5 goals in both the 2nd and 3rd quarter and
kicked 7 in the last to send the message to the comp that we’re here to play some good footy this
year and not just make up the numbers.
Seriously happy to see James O’halloran have another great game kicking 8 snags (for the second
Ds game on the trot) as well as a couple of mids in Slacky and Browny really getting on top and
showing their worth. Great to see Buster return to some of his best footy at CHB, and I couldn’t believe it, but even went for a trot down the wing with a couple of bounces! Henry Clark in his second
game for the club has been putting in the work as well and its paying off in dividends for him at the
moment. For an 18 year old kid, he makes some very smart decisions and has a great skill set. Im
very excited to see where he takes his footy over the next few years.
One of the most pleasing things to see in a win of this calibre was genuinely the number of individual goal scorers for the day. 11 individual players kicked goals over the day which goes to show that
even if we are missing certain players, the rest of the team can step up and hit the scoreboard.
We take on Flinders Park this week in a 2nd v 3rd clash and while early on in the season, could
prove to be pivotal in where we finish for the year.
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D GRADE - FLINDERS PARK

QUEENS’ MATCH REPORT

It was great to be back at Haslam this week in perfect conditions for a game of football. Athelstone are a new
opponent for us this year so we weren’t too sure what we were up against. The pies and pasties were selling
like hot cakes before the first bounce so all the spectators were ready for the show.
We started the game really with Ruby C, Eliza C and Ash Carter (all just 17 years of age) dominating in the
midfield. Emma Chappill was providing plenty of great stoppage work which gave all the mids plenty of confidence to attack the ball and create many inside 50 opportunities.
Holly C was returning from a 2 week lay off and whilst she was looking very dangerous the goal kicking radar
was a little off target 🎯!!  Some  work  on  the  track  will  get  the  accuracy  back  soon.  Lulu  Tierney  is  getting 
better each week and slotted a couple of great goals in the first half to give the team plenty of enjoyment and
confidence.
It was clear in the first half that we were going to have a fairly dominant game. We had the luxury of leaving
Abby Pengelly up forward for most of the game which meant we had a great marking target. Sarah Malpas
continues to grow in confidence as a forward and kicked another 4 goals.
In the second half the Queens really continued to work hard despite being a fair way in front on the scoreboard.
Steph Principe was enjoying her first game for the Queens. Anna White and Sophie Treasure were enjoying
some extra game time.
The last quarter saw us reach our highest ever score which was a real credit to the entire team. The Queens
are growing in confidence each week and the new players are starting get the feel for the brand of football we
like to play.
We now look forward to playing Loretto away which will be a good challenge.
Go Queens
Cheers
JC
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QUEENS VS LORETO

PLAYER MILESTONES

PLAYER

GAME TALLY

Jake Burg
Chuck Wood
Ben Wood
Scott Fischer

195
190
184
149

Tom Kilgariff

96

Brad Warren

Zeb Cunningham-Brown
Jack Carruthers
Pat Hewitt

Harrison George
Josh Zoanetti

99
91
49
48
47
47

SCOTT FISCHER
150 GAMES

Congratulations Scott Fischer on your 150 game milestone. A
hard-earned achievement given the injury issues that have plagued
you these last couple of seasons-actually, who am I kidding-injury
issues that have plagued you your entire career. This milestone is
even more impressive given Fishy took a couple of seasons off to
fulfill a lifelong dream of playing senior footy with his home town
Lameroo during the early 2010’s. A man of his word he returned
to the Kings and you would be hard pressed to find a better team
mate, and more importantly, a better bloke.

A player of class who uses the ball extremely well and
makes great decisions with ball in hand.
The club is in a better position when Fishy is on the field. A fine A
grade player in his time, Fishy has now found a niche patrolling the
B grade backline, providing plenty of rebound and causing headaches to opposition forwards (I hear a few Woodville South forwards still wake up late at night in a cold sweat). Nothing made me
happier than to see you lift the premiership cup in that B grade side
of 2020-best on ground no less-a player for the big stage. I encourage any young player to keep an eye on Fishy during a game-he
knows where to stand and how to use the footy.

Follow him and you will learn great craft.
Maybe don’t follow his lead so much at training-as these days a
couple of laps in sandshoes is all Fishy needs to do to make sure
he is ‘good to go’. A master of self diagnosing injuries, Fishies
‘she’ll be right’ attitude add to the enigma that is Scott Fischer-they
build them tough in the Mallee.
Good luck in your big game Fishy. I’m looking forward to watching
a few trademark Scott Fischer moments as the clubs most famous
long-sleever makes his way around Walkerville Oval. I can’t wait to
share a beer with you back at the Kensi and reflect on 15 years of
senior footy at the Kings, a journey starting in 2008 as fresh faced
leavers (with full heads of hair-nice salad!). I trust you will keep
pressing on and push toward life membership and the 200 game
mark. There is life in the old-boy yet!
Cheers
Tucks

CHIEF 150

Congratulations Fishy/Chief/Norm on reaching 150 games. A thoroughly well-deserved accomplishment given your immense injury history with those old man strings amongst a few other issues along
the way. Playing 150 games at a single footy club is a rare feat and something you should be very
proud of. You always fight your way back from injury without the help of physios or health professionals, just your own self-diagnosis and rehab program consisting of a walk or run.

Fishy is a player with silky skills, great decision making and generally reads the footy
better than most.
He may not be the fastest bloke but he might be one of the smartest as he’s always at the right spot
to repel an opposition attack. I was extremely happy to be running out on the field with you during
the B grade Grand Final in 2020 and even more happy that we managed to win a flag together just
as your Richmond Tigers have done. Fishy you were able to show that you were a class above on
the day, dominating from half back and winning the BOG (best on ground) award hence the new
nickname Norm.
Good luck during the game Norm. I’m excited to see some amazing half-volley pickups testing those
strings whilst wearing your trademark long sleever. I look forward to having a beer back at the Kensi
with you to celebrate finally reaching this milestone and hopefully a win.
Cheers Venks

CHIEF 150

Congratulations on game 150, a huge achievement
15 years in the making.
Scotty is a quality person who has become one
of my best mates over our years at school and
then at the Kings.
He has had to fight his body for the majority of his
150 games but watching him run around on Saturday you wouldn’t know it. I can’t think of a King
more deserving of this achievement.
Whilst the days of flying for huge hangers and kicking bags of goals may have passed Fishy continues
to entertain the crowds with his smooth distribution
off half back.
He remains an ever-reliant player who can read
the game and put himself in the perfect spot.
I think the current crop of B grade youngsters walk
a little taller when Scotty is out there with them.
Fish has always followed the ‘she’ll be right’ medical moto and this has helped him develop a weekly
routine designed to get the best out of his body.
Generally, it starts with walking laps on a Tuesday,
moves to 30 mins of training on a Thursday and
ends with 2 hours of class on a Saturday.
I think we have ended up spending more time at the
bar together than on the field, but these have led to
some memorial nights. The venues have changed
from Yeager Bombs and Heinekens at the Havvy to
talking Amateur League at the Cumby to late night
dance floors at Jive and finally just a couple at the
Kensi but the good times have been constant. Fish
is always first to buy you a beer and tell you how
well you played that day.
Genuinely delighted to see you run out for game
150 Chief, go well.
Chucky

CHIEF 150
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